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ABSTRACT 

Text-based chat is a predominant form of computer-mediated 

communication today. This paper investigates and reviews the 

problems of chatrooms as compared to face-to-face 

conversation, various solutions offered by the research 

community, and how the method of displaying conversations 

has changed over the years. In the classroom learning 

environment, chat has been used as a computer-supported 

collaborative learning (CSCL) tool for the past two decades. 

This paper presents a review of the research carried out to 

improve the chat user interface experience for students. In 

particular, it addresses the challenging problem of including 

mathematical symbols in chat. With an end-goal of developing a 

collaborative problem-solving math chat system, we offer a 

design proposal for DiscussionZone - a chatroom in a 

collaborative multi-tasking environment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Text-based chat is a predominant form of computer-mediated 

communication (CMC) today, with many companies focusing 

their attention onto it, creating services such as Facebook Chat, 

Google Talk, Microsoft Windows Live Messenger, Yahoo 

Messenger and other instant messaging systems. These chat 

systems have many new features compared to the old Internet 

Relay Chat (IRC) systems, such as graphical emoticons, the 

ability to use images as avatars, and even video conferencing. 

However, in most of these systems, the method of displaying 

conversations has remained similar throughout the years, with 

single-line text messages being sent to and fro (Figure 1). 

 

 
Such real-time chat systems are differentiated from 

asynchronous forums and face-to-face oral communication in 

that they are “quasi-synchronous” – while the participants in a 

chatroom are interacting simultaneously, their messages are read 

by the other parties only after they are processed and sent 

through the network [1]. Therefore, unlike face-to-face 

communication, message production does not happen exactly at 

the same time as receiving the message [2].  

2. MOTIVATION 
In the classroom learning environment, chat has been used as a 

computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) tool for the 

past two decades, in some cases replacing small group 

discussions. There has been much research done to improve the 

chat user interface experience for students, some of the notable 

ones are reviewed in this paper. In particular, the method to 

include mathematical symbols in chat is a challenging problem, 

with limited user-friendly solutions offered by existing tools.  

Electronic-learning chat should be kept to the form of a text-

based chatroom as not every computer is equipped with a 

webcam for video conferencing, and it is also to minimise 

bandwidth to allow large amount of students in a class (>10) to 

chat online together. Text-based chat is easily accessible to 

everyone, and is the most basic form of communication on a 

computer.  

While chat may be a good substitute for face-to-face discussion 

in a classroom tutorial setting, most of the implementation used 

in schools today, such as the Integrated Virtual Learning 

Environment (IVLE) Chat (Figure 2) in the National University 

of Singapore (NUS), are too simple and inefficient. Moreover, 

when filled with too many users chatting simultaneously, such 

chat systems end up becoming complicated, chaotic and hard to 

keep up. They do not leverage on the strengths of discussion in a 

traditional classroom setting, such as a common collaborative 

space in the form of a whiteboard, and turn-taking regulated by 

an educator or teacher. Users also tend to multi-task while 

chatting and hence not pay full attention to the chat. Hence, chat 

systems need to acknowledge the presence and absence of such 

user activity.  
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Figure 1: Internet Relay Chat and Windows Live Messenger 



 

Figure 2: IVLE Chat 

Moreover, math symbols are a need for online discussions and 

lacking in most chat systems. Besides, they must be free of 

complex notations such as LaTeX in order to be easy to use for 

middle and high school students. 

Our goal is to attempt to design and implement a user interface 

prototype for a collaborative problem-solving math chat, by 

building upon existing open source tools and incorporating 

mathematical symbols. It is also aimed to be cross-browser and 

cross-platform. 

3. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN QUASI-

SYNCHRONOUS CHAT AND ORAL 

CHAT 
Past research has surfaced many problems with quasi-

synchronous chat as compared to a telephone or face-to-face 

oral conversation. The way in which users take turns to speak, 

also known as “turn taking”, is different from face-to-face 

communication. This is due to the presence of the following, as 

defined by Garcia and Jacobs [1] and expanded by others: 

3.1 Phantom Responsiveness 
Only some messages are responses to earlier messages, while 

other messages next to each other appear to be related [1]. 

3.2 Phantom Adjacency Pairs and Turn 

Taking 
Adjacency pairs are pairs of messages, such as a question and 

answer pair, in which the first message requires a response of a 

second message by another user. Phantom adjacency pairs, a 

form of phantom responsiveness, occur when two messages 

seem to be adjacency pairs in the message log, but in reality, 

they are not related adjacency pairs . This results in a sequential 

mismatch as the message may not refer to the previously posted 

one, but in fact, is referring to a much earlier message. They are 

a “byproduct of the turn exchange system” of the chat [1] 

because the messages are constructed and posted at different 

times.  

In face-to-face communication, non-verbal body language such 

as gaze direction, turning our heads to face another person [1], 

controls turn-taking. The message is delivered immediately 

towards the person. In contrast, there are two steps in chat: first 

the message is typed and constructed, then the network or server 

takes time to transmit the messages [3]. Hence, even if two users 

type and send a message simultaneously, the network will re-

order the sequence of the messages depending on network traffic 

and the time it receives them, causing “dislocations” of 

messages [2]. This effect is also termed as “disrupted turn 

adjacency” [4], and also described as a “lack of control over turn 

positioning” [5] as the server, instead of the users, determines 

the order of the messages posted.  

3.3 Virtual Simultaneity 
In face-to-face communication, simultaneous speech is possible 

as two persons can speak and interrupt one another at exactly 

the same time. However, in chat, there is no real simultaneity as 

users have to wait for one message to be posted at any one time 

[1]. Even when messages are being composed by multiple users 

at the same time, users cannot see each other’s compositions, 

and the messages are only displayed when users post the 

message by pressing the ‘Enter’ key, the ‘Send’ button or 

otherwise. This is because chat systems are “one-way” 

communication instead of “two-way” communication like video 

conferencing, causing a “lack of simultaneous feedback” [4]. In 

video, both users can talk at the same time and transmit facial 

expressions simultaneously. 

3.4 Silence, Pauses and Visibility 
Silence in chat is usually wrongly interpreted [1]. Because of the 

lack of body language and other nonverbal clues available in 

face-to-face communication, a user’s silence or pause in the chat 

can be interpreted in many ways: the user is busy composing a 

new message, editing the current message, deep in thought, or 

the user simply left the keyboard and is not paying attention to 

the chat. However, other users’ actions will not be affected by 

such pauses because they are unable to determine what these 

pauses mean [6].  This silence is also interpreted as a “lack of 

visibility of turns-in-progress” and “no visibility of listening-in-

progress” [5], because users do not know if others are in the 

progress of creating a message, or if other users are paying 

attention to them. These problems often result in frustration with 

other users or miscommunication. Smith et al. [5] also 

acknowledges that products such as Windows Live Messenger 

(previously known as MSN Messenger) has helped to bridge 

this silence by displaying a status message to let other users to 

know when someone is typing. This awareness is similarly 

implemented in many applications today, such as WhatsApp 

Messenger.  

3.5 Co-text Loss 
Phantom adjacency pairs results in “co-text loss”, in which users 

are unable to link which previous message the current message 

is referring to, resulting in confused statements such as “what 

are you talking about” [7, 8]. It is also referred to as 

“interactional coherence” [4], or “chat confusion” [9]. 

3.6 Message Identity 
Traditional text-based chat makes it difficult to link what the 

person is saying with  who  the person is [5] due to the lack of 

information from nicknames. This is improved by using avatars, 

profile photos, font face and colours, and other forms of 

visualization.  

3.7 Useful History and Persistence 
Most chatrooms’ content are not persistent after the chat is over, 

due to the absence of “useful recordings and social context” [5]. 

This is especially important for the case for classroom 

discussions. The power of chat logs can be harnessed for future 

discussions as well as creating visualisations to allow the teacher 

to analyse students’ interactions and their learning pace during 

the chat. Persistence of a chatroom session also allows students 

to pause and resume their discussion at a later time. 



3.8 Flooding 
When there are too many users in a chatroom, the messages 

appear on the screen too fast for reading [3]. As a result, users 

have to pay very close attention to read and concentrate on the 

string of messages that appear, and react and reply as soon as 

possible [7]. This is also termed as “message overload” as a case 

of “information overload” [9]. As a result of this, users keep 

their messages short to compete for attention.  

3.9 Repair 
Because of the adjacency problems, co-text loss, and the high 

speed of message display in a large chatroom, users must use 

messages to interrupt the conversation more frequently in order 

to clarify what was mentioned in the earlier messages [3]. 

Schönfeldt and Golato [3] also report that repair messages 

usually start with mentioning the name(s) of the user(s) that the 

message is directed to, which is also a method to filter and 

differentiate the message among many others.  

4. GUIDELINES AND FRAMEWORKS 
There are a number of frameworks which have been developed 

to address some of the issues with text chat as stated in Section 

3 above.  This section reviews some of the notable frameworks. 

4.1 The Disco Framework  
The Disco Framework [10] suggests three phases when a user 

disconnects from a chat: (1) to identify the absence; (2) 

“adaptive behaviour during disconnection” i.e. how to update 

the messages the user lost; (3) re-establishing the interaction. 

This framework is useful for synchronizing collaborative spaces 

such as virtual whiteboards and drawing boards.  

4.2 Change Awareness  
Change Awareness [11] is “the ability of individuals to track the 

asynchronous changes made to a collaborative document or 

graphical workspace by other participants over time". The 

research suggests three different views of a change: the artifact 

(or document), the person, and the workspace, and offers 

various methods of detecting change, such as highlighting, 

annotations and graphical playbacks. It also suggests logging 

presence history and gaze history of the users, such as the 

portions of the chat or document space a person has read. 

4.3 Awareness Support 
Tran, Yang and Raikundalia [12] suggests four kinds of 

awareness support in chatrooms: 

 “Presence Awareness” reveals the status of the users, 

whether they are available, away or offline etc. 

 “Emotional Awareness” refers to the use of emoticons or 

other forms of graphics to show users’ expressions and 

behaviour e.g.  represents a happy emotion 

 “Identity Awareness” is about allowing users to express 

their own identity through the user of profile photos, 

avatars, nicknames etc. 

 “Conversational Awareness” refers to the users’ ability to 

follow the “content and context” of the discussion, such as 

turn-taking, topic change, etc. 

4.4 Addressing co-text loss 
Holmer et al. (2008) [7] suggest three requirements for chat to 

counter co-text loss: (1) users should be able to reference 

another message when posting a new message; (2) multiple 

visualisations should be offered for displaying references and 

chat; (3) Storage and replay of conversation are important. 

5. CHAT APPLICATIONS FROM PAST 

RESEARCH 
This section reviews previous research-based applications that 

were developed in an attempt to revolutionise chat user 

interfaces, with some trying to solve the problems described 

earlier. The features of each application are also discussed in the 

context of a classroom e-learning environment. 

5.1 Chat Circles 

Chat Circles [13, 14], developed by MIT Media Lab, is an 

abstract representation of a chatroom that allows users to ‘walk’ 

around a virtual space. It focuses on revealing relevant 

information about each user’s presence and activity in different 

colours and shapes. In Chat Circles, each user is represented by 

a circle of a different colour, and the size of the colour co-relates 

to the chat activity of the user. Hence at one glance, one can see 

how many users are there in the chatroom, as well as the 

‘lurkers’ represented by smaller circles, i.e. people who are not 

so active in the chatroom (Figure 3). 

  

Figure 3: Chat Circles Interface [15] 

In this way, Chat Circles solves the problem of lack of visibility 

(Section 3.4) and allows everyone to see the presence or absence 

of each user. Besides, Chat Circles implements a unique 

“proximity-based filtering”, which only allows other users who 

are ‘walking’ close to you in the virtual chatroom space to be 

able to ‘listen’ to a message. To a certain extent, this filtering 

reduces the flooding problem (Section 3.8), but may not be 

useful in a classroom learning context. This is similar to a party 

setting, whereby only those within a hearing range of a 

conversation can participate in it. The movement allows people 

to commit to a conversation or to leave for another one, 

becoming a form of communication of interest.  

 

Figure 4: Chat Circles History Log [13] 



Chat Circles also attempts to have a form of useful recording 

(Section 3.7) by providing a non-conventional history log in 

which different users are displayed in different columns . The 

chronological time difference between each message is also 

represented in the vertical spacing of the messages, creating a 

unique organic visualisation of the chat history. In class 

discussion context, this form of representation enables a lecturer 

to review the participation rate of each student after the chat is 

over.   

5.2 Loops and Babble 

Loops [16] and Babble [17] are similar systems developed by 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center. Similar to Chat Circles, 

both Loops and Babble use circles to represent the different 

users’ activity level, in the form of a “social proxy” “awareness 

interface”. Those participating in the conversation are closer to 

the centre of the circle, while those who are absent are outside of 

the circle (Figure 5). They believe that revealing such “socially 

translucent cues” are useful information to support chat 

behaviour, even though intruding some privacy. In a classroom 

context, this representation is useful to the educator or teacher to 

gauge the attentive and participating students during the 

discussion.  

 

Figure 5: Babble’s Social Proxy circles [17] 

In both systems, the chatroom log is also persistent, in that the 

session is eternal and the chat history is accessible every time a 

user logs in, solving the lack of useful history problem (Section 

3.7). In this way, the chat space has dual usages: as a quasi-

synchronous chat when everyone logs in, and as an 

asynchronous discussion forum when an individual posts a 

message outside of the chat session. This effectively creates a 

common social space for everyone to interact in and outside of 

‘official’ discussion sessions, taking classroom discussions to 

another level outside of the usual time.  

 

Figure 6: Loops Interface [17] 

Loops also has additional features such as a bulletin board and 

separate note-taking tabs (Figure 6) which is a common area to 

post ‘non-conversational’ text, such as announcements, agendas 

etc. This is analogous to the whiteboard in a classroom, in which 

the topic or question of the day is written to keep the debate in 

focus. In the research studies of Loops, there has been positive 

feedback to the use of such collaborative space, in addition to be 

used together with the conventional chat. 

5.3 Threaded Chat 

Threaded Chat [5] is a system developed by Microsoft Research. 

In this application, all messages are displayed like a tree data 

structure, whereby the message appears below the one it is 

referring or replying to (Figure 7). This interface solves the 

problem of mismatched adjacency pairs (Section 3.2), as each 

turn is directly linked to another. Also, it attempts to solve 

virtual simultaneity (Section 3.3) by showing the message “This 

is a turn entry in progress” whenever a user is typing a reply.  

The research also reveals that less repair messages (Section 3.9) 

are needed, hence less redundant turns are needed to clarify the 

conversation. There is also better “topical coherence”, which is 

useful for a classroom discussion as different questions can be 

separated into different threads. In fact, this threaded message 

view is similar to how the NUS Integrated Virtual Learning 

Environment (IVLE) forum is implemented. However, in a live 

chat setting, it is difficult to follow the activities in the chat 

room as the replies to different messages are not in 

chronological order, and feedback is that  there is “no single 

point of focus”. Hence, the use of Threaded Chat in a classroom 

is not very practical. 

 

Figure 7: Threaded Chat Interface [5] 

One useful thing in Threaded Chat is the participation 

information data table at the bottom of the window (Figure 7), 

whereby one can monitor the number of threads, questions and 

answers which a user participates in. Again, this may be useful 

for an educator to give participation marks to the various 

students.  

5.4 ConcertChat 

Concert]Chat [18] was developed as a tool to test explicit 

referencing in chat by the Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated 

Publication and Information Systems. The researchers believe 

that by allowing messages to draw graphical references, in the 

form of an arrow or a line, help to build a “common ground” for 

discussion. These references allow users to be able to better 

follow and understand a conversation, and create a direct link to 

a previous message or an image, thus reducing co-text loss 

(Section 3.5) and repair (Section 3.9). Mühlpfordt and Wessner 

[18] also concluded that there is less competition for the 

messages to be “near adjacent” to one another. In a classroom 

discussion, by referencing to a whiteboard or collaborative space 

(Figure 8), it allows all students as “being-there-together-at-the 

object”, creating a form of “group external memory” or 

cognition. Besides, this pairing of whiteboard and chat is a good 

separation of “content space” (whiteboard) and the “relational 

space” (chat) in a “dual-space model” [19]. 



 

Figure 8: ConcertChat interface with referencing to a Math 

diagram [20] 

5.5 Comic Chat 

Comic Chat [21], also developed by Microsoft Research, takes a 

slightly unorthodox approach to the chat interface. With the 

premise that history is important (Section 3.7) and users of a 

chat usually multi-task while chatting, they built a visual 

graphics-intensive chat that expresses conversations in the form 

of comics (Figure 9). By using comics, characters can have 

multiple gestures and expressions through an “emotion wheel”. 

With the visual representation of the gaze direction of the 

characters, it reduces repair (Section 3.9) by automatically 

detecting the names of the other users and allowing the character 

to face the intended recipient. While the playful informal nature 

of comics may not be relevant in a classroom discussion, the 

storytelling nature of them may be useful in an English or 

drama/theatre lesson whereby students can role-play various 

characters. This rich visual representation provides inspiration 

for future chatrooms.  

 

Figure 9: Comic Chat [21] 

5.6 Flow Client 

Flow Client [22] is an alternative interface developed by 

Microsoft Research to represent chat with a streaming media 

interface of a “multi-channel timeline”.  In this manner, 

messages are displayed in a box that is representative of the 

length of the message duration as well as the time it was posted 

on a timeline, which is similar to how a video-editing software 

displays video clips (Figure 10). Also, the right panel of the 

interface incorporates a status client which shows what others 

are typing in real-time. In this manner, Flow Client solves the 

adjacency problems (Section 3.2) by allowing messages which 

are posted simultaneously to overlap in the timeline, and also 

provides better message identity (Section 3.6) by giving each 

individual their own timeline row.  

 

Figure 10: Flow Client timeline interface [22] 

From the research, the interface is effective in reducing the 

number of turns for repeated messages and repair (Section 

3.93.9). Besides, when users’ typing is shown real-time, their 

typing speed and accuracy increases.  

6. COMMERCIAL CHAT 

APPLICATIONS 
This section reviews the text-based chat modules of 

commercially available learning management systems (LMS) as 

well as other forms of chat in relation to a classroom 

environment.  

6.1 IVLE Chat Room 

IVLE Chat Room is part of the LMS developed by NUS and 

WizLearn/ASKnLearn Pte Ltd in Singapore. The system uses 

Adobe Flash and is in a straightforward text-based IRC style, 

with single messages sent back and forth without any additional 

features (Figure 2). As a basic chat tool, it exhibits all of the 

problems mentioned in Section 3, and is not very productive for 

a classroom discussion which usually has more than 20 people.  

6.2 Blackboard  

Blackboard is an American company which develops LMS for 

many colleges and universities. One of their products, 

Blackboard Learn 9.1, features a Java-based “Virtual 

Classroom” feature which includes a whiteboard, group web 

browser along with a chat system (Figure 11). This chat together 

with a collaborative space is very practical for a classroom 

discussion, just like the “dual-space” mentioned in ConcertChat 

(Section 5.4).  

 

Figure 11: Blackboard Learn Virtual Classroom [23] 

Although it does not have any referencing, earlier versions of 

the chat application branded as Blackboard CE8 featured a 

“handraise” mode. This allows moderators/lecturers to decide 

turn taking and grant permissions for only one user to speak at 



any particular time [24]. Users must click a button to raise their 

hand (Figure 12) to chat, and the order of hands raised is 

indicated by a number beside the user’s name.  

 

Figure 12: Blackboard CE8 Chat with "Raise Your Hand" 

button [25] 

This “raise your hand” action simulates a real classroom 

discussion environment, and is very practical to solve the 

problems of turn taking (Section 3.2) and flooding (Section 3.8), 

and allows students to follow a discussion in a more orderly 

manner. This feature is also present in the latest Blackboard 

Collaborate web conferencing tool, another product by 

Blackboard. 

6.3  Moodle Chat 

Moodle is an open source LMS which has a chat module (Figure 

13). However, it is just a basic text-based instant messaging tool 

much like Windows Live Messenger or ICQ, and does not 

include any extra features to facilitate classroom discussion, thus 

suffers from all of the chat problems in Section 3. 

 

Figure 13: Moodle Chat screenshot [26] 

6.4 Second Life 

Second Life is a 3-Dimensional (3D) multiplayer virtual world 

created by Linden Lab in which people interact with others 

online through a human avatar in a third-person mode. Although 

Second Life is not a text-only chat tool, it is included here as 

some universities have tested it as a virtual classroom alternative 

[27, 28]. As it can be configured to look and feel like a 

classroom (Figure 14), the dynamics and gestures are similar to 

a real-world setting, except that people communicate by text 

chat or a microphone if available. With such face-to-face 

simulation, most of the problems in Section 3 will be eliminated 

as the turn-taking can be more regulated by body movements. 

This is a good reference to designing an interface that maps to a 

classroom environment. 

 

Figure 14: Virtual Classroom in Second Life [27] 

6.5 Google Wave 

Google Wave is a new communication protocol developed in 

2007 as an attempt to reinvent email, chat and online 

collaboration, but Google has since ceased development in it 

and released it as open source. Despite its non-success, it has 

been tested and used as a classroom collaboration tool [29, 30]. 

One of the fundamental features of Wave is that it integrates 

asynchronous email-style messages with synchronous real-time 

chat into one single thread. Both co-exist together, just like how 

Loops and Babble were implemented (Section 5.2). However, 

Wave takes it one step further by displaying threaded multi-level 

conversations with indentations (Figure 15), like a more 

polished and elegant implementation of Threaded Chat (Section 

5.3).  

Another important feature is that Wave solves the problem of 

virtual simultaneity in instant messaging (Section 3.3) by 

displaying what users are typing in real-time, “character by 

character”, “keystroke by keystroke” [31]. Thus, the actual 

typing-in-progress or modification of one’s message is shown 

immediately to other users on their own screens, thus 

eliminating most phantom adjacency problems (Section 3.23.2) 

as well. This is, in essence, removing the ‘quasi’ in synchronous 

chat, making it truly simultaneous like oral conversations. In 

real world scenarios, users will tend to wait for one another to 

finish composing their messages before typing their own 

message, causing better turn taking.  

Wave also allows users to catch up with past conversations 

through a playback feature, which is an enhanced chat log tool 

that records how the chat was progressed over time, thus solving 

the problem of lack of history (Section 3.7). This playback also 

leverages CSCL for a classroom environment by “beyond being 

there” [29], enabling students to evaluate and reflect what they 

have discussed over time, and also enabling educators to 

visualise students’ participation and learning process. 

 

Figure 15: Google Wave: Threaded Conversations with three 

levels shown 



Another revolutionary feature of Wave is the ability to edit one 

another’s messages freely. This allows the whole wave thread to 

be like a wiki-style collaborative space, hence allowing students 

to collectively take notes or solve a problem together, mirroring 

a shared notebook or whiteboard. However, this virtual 

whiteboard is integrated with the conversation into a single 

space, unlike a separate “dual-space” model like Loops (Section 

5.25.2) or ConcertChat (Section 5.4). Hence, this may result in 

confusion and lack of control, as students and educators are 

unable to protect their messages or instructions and make them 

private or read-only [29]. 

7. THE MATH PROBLEM 
Previous research has identified that students have problems 

communicating with mathematics symbols and formulae online 

as applications are not readily available, or they are too 

complicated and difficult to use; as compared to face-to-face 

whiteboard, pen and paper [32]. Here is a summary of some 

recommended requirements for a math-enabled learning 

management system [33]: 

 Equation tool must be integrated and not in a separate 

window 

 Sketching and drawing of diagrams 

 Highlighting, pointing or referencing 

 Shared document editable in real time 

 Sound to speak out equations 

 Ability to view equations as they are being typed and built 

upon, instead of just the finished solution 

 Reusability of work to be copied and pasted in another 

message or work 

 Gestures or use of avatars 

Leventhall [33] also suggests that menu-driven interfaces are too 

inefficient proven by user survey and educators are not 

comfortable with typesetting languages such as LaTeX.  

In Studying Virtual Math Teams [34], Martin Mühlpfordt and 

Martin Wessner also suggest have “dual-interaction spaces” i.e. 

whiteboard and chat in a collaboration environment like 

ConcertChat (Section 5.4). Stahl [34] also suggests integrating 

chatrooms with “asynchronous and synchronous media” such as 

wikis and static webpages, and also “deictic referencing” using 

lines or language to link to another drawing or message like 

ConcertChat. 

7.1 Existing Tools 

Two applications, WebEQ under Blackboard (Figure 16) and 

NetTutor (Figure 17) have been extensively reviewed by past 

research [33, 35, 36] and will not be covered in this report. 

MSN Messenger (now known as Windows Live Messenger) has 

also been considered as an alternative for math discussion due to 

its electronic ink function [37].  

 

Figure 16: Blackboard's WebEQ Equation Editor [38] 

 

 

Figure 17: NetTutor Interface [36] 

However, both WebEQ and NetTutor require the Java plugin to 

run. Also, WebEQ is not tightly integrated with the chat as it is a 

separate equation editor launched in a pop-up window, hence it 

does not show equation-forming in real-time. Nevertheless, 

NetTutor has been praised for seamlessly integrating diagrams, 

notes and equations in a huge whiteboard, allowing true “two-

way asynchronous communication of math notation and 

formulas” [36].  

7.1.1 enVision 
The enVision platform [39], also based on Java, uses the dual-

space model with shared whiteboard space, as well as a regular 

text chat (Figure 18). Mathematics symbols are listed in huge 

toolbars with icons at the top and left side, and freehand inking 

is also allowed. Therefore, users can draw and annotate 

equations and symbols anywhere in the document, allowing 

flexibility like a real whiteboard. In fact, the system is very 

similar to NetTutor mentioned earlier. On evaluation, the system 

looks cluttered with too many icons on the toolbars, but the 

whiteboard is quite well implemented and could be considered 

for use. 

 

Figure 18: enVision interface screenshot [39] 

 

 



7.1.2 MathIM 

With the advancement of web standards to display mathematics 

such as MathML1 and ASCIIMath2, along with the LaTeX 

typesetting tool, chat applications have been developed by the 

online community making use of these technologies. 

MathIM3 is a JavaScript/HTML-based chat (Figure 19) that 

converts LaTeX expressions from text messages to images to be 

displayed in a chat. The LaTeX to image conversion is handled 

by mimeTeX4, an open source server-side Common Gateway 

Interface (CGI) C script. In MathIM, users are expected to know 

basic LaTeX syntax, although some examples are given on a 

toolbar, but they are not extensive. When an icon on the toolbar 

is clicked, only the LaTeX expression is inserted into the 

textbox, while the math graphic does not appear inline but 

appears below the textbox. Given these constraints and the steep 

learning curve of LaTeX, the system is not very user-friendly for 

high school students.  

 

Figure 19: MathIM Chat Interface 

7.1.3 IMathAS Math Chat 

IMathAS Math Chat5 is part of a larger Mathematics Assessment 

System product. It is similar to MathIM in that it uses LaTeX 

and mimeTeX to generate math symbols. The difference is that 

IMathAS provides a pop-up window with many math symbols 

available for selection (Figure 20. However, some knowledge of 

LaTeX is still required to edit the numerical symbols, and there 

is no preview of the graphic available until the message is 

posted into the main chat window. Another additional feature is 

the Graph Editor, which allows graphs to be drawn and inserted 

as images into the chat.  

 

Figure 20: IMathAS Math Chat with pop-up window 

                                                                 
1 W3C Recommendation for MathML 3.0 http://www.w3.org/Math/ 

2 ASCIIMath Documentation 

http://www1.chapman.edu/~jipsen/mathml/asciimath.html 

3 MathIM demo available at  http://mathim.com/  

4 mimeTeX source code available at 

http://www.biostatisticien.eu/mimetex.html  

5 IMathAs demo available at 

http://www.imathas.com/cur/mathchat/testchat.html  

  

Since both MathIM and iMathAS are only single-space chat 

models, they are not very useful for the math discussion without 

a collaborative whiteboard included. 

8. SUMMARY OF CHAT APPLICATIONS 
Adapting three major design models of instant messaging 

interfaces [40], namely sequential, threaded and graphical, the 

following table is created to summarise the differences between 

the research and commercial chat applications reviewed in 

Sections 5, 6 and 7 (Table 1). Sequential refers to messages 

listed in chronological order, threaded refers to a tree topic 

hierarchical view, while graphical refers to the usage of more 

abstract graphics to represent the messages.  

Table 1 

Chat 

Application 

Model Collaboration 

Tools 

Main 

Problems 

Addressed 

(Section 3) 

5.1 Chat 

Circles 

Graphical Chat only Awareness, 

Useful history  

5.1 Loops 

and Babble 

Sequential Chat, Bulletin 

Board, Tabs 

Awareness, 

Persistence, 

Useful history 

5.3 Threaded 

Chat 

Threaded Chat only Adjacency, 

Simultaneity, 

Repair 

5.4 

ConcertChat 

Sequential Chat, 

Whiteboard 

with 

referencing 

Co-text Loss, 

Repair, 

Referencing 

5.5 Comic 

Chat 

Graphical Chat only Useful History, 

Repair 

5.6 Flow 

Client 

Graphical 

with some 

sequential 

Chat only Adjacency, 

Links between 

people and 

what they say, 

Repair 

6.1 IVLE 

Chat Room 

Sequential Chat only N/A 

6.2 

Blackboard 

Sequential Chat, 

Whiteboard, 

Browser, etc. 

Adjacency,  

Flooding 

6.3 Moodle 

Chat 

Sequential Chat only N/A 

6.4 Second 

Life 

Graphical Chat, 

Whiteboard 

optional 

Turn taking 

6.5 Google 

Wave 

Threaded Chat, 

Whiteboard, 

Document 

editing, Wiki, 

etc. 

Adjacency, 

Simultaneity, 

Repair, Turn 

taking, 

Flooding, 

Useful History 

7.1.1 

enVision 

Sequential Chat,  

Whiteboard 

Referencing 

http://www.w3.org/Math/
http://www1.chapman.edu/~jipsen/mathml/asciimath.html
http://mathim.com/
http://www.biostatisticien.eu/mimetex.html
http://www.imathas.com/cur/mathchat/testchat.html


7.1.2 

MathIM 

Sequential Chat only N/A 

7.1.3 

IMathas 

Math Chat 

Sequential Chat only N/A 

 

9. DiscussionZone 
Based on the culmination of all previous research and 

background work mentioned earlier, we propose a revised user 

interface for a classroom e-learning environment – 

DiscussionZone (Figure 23). In our design proposal, we provide 

for insertion of mathematical symbols in the chat. We have also 

attempted to bridge the gap between face-to-face communication 

and online chat, addressing the issues in Section 3, and we 

propose the following solutions: 

 Phantom Responsiveness, Adjacency, Virtual 

Simultaneity, Flooding: Display messages as they are 

typed in real-time, character by character, keystroke by 

keystroke 

 Silence, Pauses and Visibility: Having intelligent status 

awareness such as: auto status detection and use of 

emoticons 

 Co-text Loss: Referencing and in-line comments 

 Message Identity: Using profile pictures and colour 

coding 

 Useful History: Playback of discussion and chat log 

 Repair: Facilitating repair by improving @mentions, 

private messaging.  

 Math Symbols: By using auto-prediction 

 

Figure 21: DiscussionZone Interface 

Currently, DiscussionZone design is being evaluated for a real 

user.  

 

 

 

 

10. FUTURE WORK 
We have reviewed all the notable chat tools, past and present, 

available for a classroom discussion. Much research is still 

needed to analyse the problems of chat and create useful real-

time collaborative environments. 

As mathematics is a complex subject involving many diagrams 

and drawings, a text-based interface in DiscussionZone would 

not be sufficient in all contexts. Additional designs will need to 

be improvised to incorporate complex drawings and electronic 

ink. Additional study is needed to include gestures, as well as 

optimising the input method for the math symbols. Handwriting 

and/or speech recognition can possibly be considered for math 

symbols in future. 

The evidence of learning is very important after an online 

discussion. These questions of evidence include: How much did 

a student learn? Who is leading the discussion the most? Who 

knows his topics well? Studies are needed to design methods for 

visualising the raw data and content of the conversations of the 

students in an online space, especially of the “moment-to-

moment” interaction and their real meaning. Natural Language 

Processing, sociology, conversational analysis and other fields 

of knowledge are required for this area. 
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